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In this paper we apply Polya’s theory of counting to compute the number of 
isomorphism types of reduced Witt rings of fields with a fixed finite number of or- 
derings. The problem is first transformed into a graph theoretical enumeration 
problem involving unlabeled rooted trees with certain numbers assigned to the ver- 
tices. 
The purpose of this paper is to count the number of isomorphism types of 
reduced Witt rings of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms over fields 
with a fixed number of orderings. All of the background material necessary 
for understanding the situation in which this counting problem arises will be 
described in Section 1. Using results from [2], this problem is restated in 
Section 2 in terms of an equivalent counting problem in graph theory. More 
specifically, it involves counting all unlabeled rooted trees which have num- 
bers assigned to their vertices satisfying certain conditions. A great deal of 
work has been done previously by several authors in solving graph enumera- 
tion problems [3 1. The techniques we use in Section 2 to solve our counting 
problem will be entirely combinatorial and can be thought of as an applica- 
tion of these earlier enumeration techniques to a problem arising in quadratic 
form theory. 
1. BACKGROUND MATERIALIN QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let F be ‘an arbitrary field of characteristic different from 2. In studying 
the algebraic theory of quadratic forms, one finds it very useful to form a 
ring W(F) called the Witt ring of the field. Its elements consist of 
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equivalence classes of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms over the field. 
An excellent introduction to this subject may be found in a book by Lam 
[5]. For the purposes of this paper, however, we will look at a special case in 
which we can describe these rings in entirely different terms: We will be 
working with rings of integer-valued functions. 
An or&rirzg of a field F is a total ordering of the elements of F such that 
the set of elements greater than zero is closed under addition and multiplica- 
tion and such that for any nonzero element x in F, either x or -x, is greater 
than zero. 
Henceforth we assume that F is a field which possesses at least one 
ordering. We shall now describe the quotient ring formed by W(F) mod&o 
its nilradical, This ring will be denoted by Wred(F) and called the reduced 
Witt ring of F. By specializing the choice of field still further, we could 
actually assume the nilradical is zero while working with the same class of 
rings [Z, Lemma 2.41. It is shown in [4] that lV&F) is canonically 
isomorphic to a subring of the ring of all continuous functions from X, the 
set of all orderings of F-with a topology to be described below, into the 
integers with the discrete topology. The topology on X is compact, 
Hausdorff, and totally disconnected and is generated by a collection of sets 
called the Harrison subbasis which consists of the following sets: for each 
nonzero element a E F, the set U(a) consisting of all orderings in which a is 
positive. The subring in question, which is isomorphic to Wre&‘), is 
additively generated by all functions of the form 1 - 2.~~ where x.,, is the 
characteristic function of a Harrison subbasic set U [4, Proposition 3.81. 
In this paper our interest is in the case where X is finite, and hence is a 
discrete space. For a fixed number 9 equal to the cardinal&y of X, we will 
count the number of isomorphism classes of reduced Witt rings for fields 
with rt orderings; or equivalently, the number of isomorphism classes of 
reduced Witt rings which can be isomorphically embedded in a ring of 
functions from an n element set X to the integers so as to, separate the points 
of X. (Separating points ensures that a corresponding field will actually have 
n distinct orderings.) These rings have been characterized and recursively 
constructed in [2]. However, the construction involves making rings, for 
many different numbers of orderings at each step, thus making it very 
diffr~ult to count the number of rings for a fixed number of orderings. 
Since the rank of WC,@) as an Abelian group is equal to the number of 
orderings of F by [4, Corollary 3.141, this problem can also be stated as one 
of counting the number of isomorphism classes of reduced Witt rings with a 
given finite rank. We now proceed to restate this problem in ~~~~~~~~a~~~~ 
terms. 
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2. THE ENUMERATION THEOREM 
We begin this section with a few standard and almost standard definitions 
from graph theory. A rooted tree is a collection of points or vertices with 
lines or edges connecting pairs of them such that one vertex is designated as 
the root and there exists a unique way to travel along the edges from the root 
to any other vertex without retracing. Two vertices are said to be adjacent if 
there is an edge connecting them. An endpoint is a vertex other than the root 
which is adjacent to exactly one vertex. The degree of a vertex is the number 
of edges meeting it (or vertices adjacent to it) and the root degree is the 
degree of the root. A path is a sequence of vertices without repetition such 
that consecutive vertices in the sequence are adjacent. 
It was shown in [2, Theorem 3.51 that there is a bijective correspondence 
between the isomorphism classes of reduced Witt rings with finitely many or- 
derings and rooted trees satisfying the following: 
CONDITION 2.1. (i) The tree has at least two vertices. 
(ii) No vertex other than possibly the root has degree 2. 
(iii) Each vertex v has a nonnegative integer ord(v) assigned to it such 
that if vO, vr,..., o, is a path in the tree from the root to an endpoint v,, then 
0 = ord(v,) ( ord(v,) <. . < ord(v,-,) < ord(v,), with strict inequality if 
v,-r is also connected to another endpoint u with ord(u) = ord(v,). 
Two such trees are considered to be the same if there exists a bijection be- 
tween their sets of vertices taking root to root and preserving both adjacency 
and the numbers assigned to the vertices; that is, they correspond to 
isomorphic rings if there is an isomorphism of the unlabeled rooted trees 
preserving the ord function. 
The correspondence between rings and trees is determined by associating a 
set of 20rd(“) points with each endpoint v, so that the total number of order- 
ings of a corresponding field would be C 2°rd(u), where the summation is 
over all endpoints v. For the sake of completeness, we shall describe how one 
can construct the isomorphism class of a reduced Witt ring from such a 
rooted tree, though this construction will not be needed hereafter. 
‘The corresponding ring (thought of as a ring of functions on this set of 
c2 Ordcv) points) is generated by the, functions 1 - 2xU where U ranges over 
certain Harrison subbasic sets which are obtained from the tree as follows 
(see [2] for more details): (1) The set of points associated with each 
endpoint of the tree is in the Harrison subbasis. For each endpoint v, think 
of these 2°rd(v) points as the vertices of a hypercube of dimension ord(v), and 
choose a set, of cardinality ord(v), of the faces which meet at a common 
point. Corresponding to each edge in the tree we get Harrison subbasic sets 
which are unions of these faces: (2) Given an edge joining vertices u and v 
with v further from the root so that ord(u) Q ord(v), let w, ,..., w, be the 
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endpoints beyond V; that is, the unique path from each wi to the root in- 
cludes v. Form ord(v) - ord(u) Harrison subbasic sets by taking unions of 
faces; for each set, choose one face corresponding to each of the vertices wi . 
This can and must be done so that no face is used more than once in the sets 
generated in this way. In fact, the elements formed in (1) and (2) give rise to 
a minimal generating set for the ring by [2, Proposition 3.71, 
Henceforth we deal only with the problem of counting the number of 
rooted trees satisfying (2.1) and having a fixed value for c 2°rd(u) where the 
summation is over all endpoints U. This will be done in a manner similar to 
that of solving other tree enumeration problems f3]. The solution is based 
primarily on Polya’s theory of counting [6] and the reader is referred to [ I] 
for de Bruijn’s excellent exposition of the subject. We wish to compute the 
generating function 
W(x) = w,x + w*x2 -I- w3x3 +. ’ ‘, (2.2) 
where wk is the number of isomorphism classes of reduced Witt rings for 
fields with k orderings; or equivalently, wk is the number of rooted trees 
satisfying Condition 2.1 with C 2 ord(u) = k, where the summation is over all 
endpoints v. 
We first note that if the number of orderings k is odd, then the tree must 
have an endpoint v with ord(v) = 0 and this endpoint must be adjacent to the 
root. Furthermore, there can be at most one such endpoint by Condition 2.9 
(iii). This simple observation gives us the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. For k an odd positive integer, 
(a) wk= I, if k= 1, 
(b) wk=wkvl, if k> 1. 
Part (a) follows from the fact that for one ordering we have the unique 
tree with two vertices u and v and ord(u) = ord(v) = 0 which corresponds to 
the ring of integers. This lemma reduces our problem to computing the 
function 
W(X),“,” =+(W(x)+ w(-x))=wzx2+w,x4+w6x6+-. (2.4) 
We begin by considering all trees with root degree m which we shall think 
of as being collections of m trees with root degree 1 joined together at a 
common root. Let D = { 1,2 ,..., m} and let R be the set of all trees with root 
degree 1 other than the one with only one associated ordering. Then every 
function from D into R gives rise to a tree with root degree m and an even 
number of associated orderings. Furthermore, every tree with root degree m 
and an even number of associated orderings arises in this way, though not 
uniquely. Two functions f, , fi : D -+ R give rise to equivalent trees if and only 
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if there exists a permutation o E S,, the symmetric group on m elements, 
such that f,(a(d)) =fz(d) for all d E D. 
For each element r E R, we define the weight of Y to be w(r) =x”, where 
n=C2 Ord(‘) the summation being over all endpoints U. For any rooted tree 
satisfying Condition 2.1, we define its weight to be JJdm,, w(f(d)), wheref: 
D + R is any function which determines the tree. 
LEM’~ 2.5. CreR w(r) = JV(x’). 
Proof. We form a bijective correspondence between the elements of R 
and the set of all rooted trees counted by W(X) as follows: given an arbitrary 
rooted tree satisfying Condition 2.1, add a new vertex u adjacent to the root, 
and designate it as the new root. Define a new assignment of numbers to the 
vertices by ord’(u) = 0 and ord’(u) = ord(v) + 1 for each vertex u in the 
original tree. This gives a tree in R unless the original tree had root degree 1. 
To satisfy Condition 2.1 (ii) in this case, we identify the new root u with the 
old root, keeping ord’(u) = 0. Since this construction has an obvious inverse, 
we see that every element in R arises in this way and arises only once as we 
go through the original set of trees. Note that this process doubles the 
number of associated orderings since each endpoint has its number increased 
by 1. The coefficient of xzk in C w(r) is the number of trees in R with 2k 
orderings, which, via the correspondence above, equals w,, the number of 
rooted trees satisfying Condition 2.1 with k associated orderings. Thus we 
obtain C w(r) = W(x”). 
Remark. In terms of fields and Witt rings, the construction in the proof 
above for forming an element of R corresponds to forming the reduced Witt 
ring of the field of formal Laurent series over the original field; that is, if a 
tree corresponds to WredQ, then the constructed tree in R corresponds to 
W,,,(l;((x))) [5, Chapter 8, Sect. 3 1. There is no natural way to accomplish 
the inverse process in terms of fields. 
Following the notation in [ 11, we let Ps, be the cycle index of the sym- 
metric group S, . Specifically, 
p&&x, ,***, x,) = c (6, ! 2bzb,! ... m”‘“b,!) xf’ . .. xbm my 
where the summation is over all m-tuples (bl,..., b,) of nonnegative integers 
such that C ib, = m. By [ 1, Example 5.51, this is the coefficient of zm in the 
expansion of 
exp (2.6) 
as a power series in z. 
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Now we apply Polya’s fundamental theorem [ 1, Theorem 5.11, which, in 
view of Lemma 2.5, states that the number of trees with m branches and an 
even number of associated orderings n is the coefficient of xn in P, ( W(x2)$ 
W(x4),..., W(X~~)). Thus to count all trees with an even number of associated 
orderings, we must consider 
WX)W,” = 2 P&J W(x’), W(x4),...). (2.7) 
Let zi,, = 1, ui = wi if i is even and positive and ui = 0 if i is odd. Then US- 
ing (2.2) and (2.7) and setting z = 1 in (2.6) gives 
= exp ( 2 m-l WQ?“)) 
I?t=l I 
( 
co co 
= exp C C m-’ wixzmi . 
In=1 i=l 
) 
Next we write CFzl akxk = Cz=, CEl mwlwixzm! Computing the 
coefficients ak directly gives 
ak = 0 if k is odd 
= c $wi if kiseven. 
ii(ki2) 
On the other hand, we can use the following lemma to obtain another com- 
putation of the coeflicients ak. 
LEMMA 2.9. If C& v$= exp(xz,r adm), then a, = v, - mpl 
x2:; k akVm-k. 
Pro& Differentiate the original equation, set exp(C amzm) equal to 
C u~.z’ in the result and then equate coefficients. 
Applying the lemma gives 
or 
m-l 
U,=V,-mm-’ c kakv,-k 
k=l 
m-l 
v,=a,fm -I s kakvnlek. 
k=l 
Using (2.8) and the definition of vi, we can now write 
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2m-1 
w2, = uzrn = azm + (2m)-’ c kakvzm-k 
k=l 
m--l 
= (2~2~’ C 2iw, + (2m)-’ 2 C 2iwiw2m--2k. 
ilm k=l ilk 
Combining this with Lemma 2.3, we obtain our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let w, denote the number of isomorphism classes of 
reduced Witt rings of fields with m orderings. These numbers can be com- 
puted by the following recursion formulas. 
w, = 1, 
m-1 
W 2m = (2W’ ( C 2iwi + )J JJ 2iwiw2,-,, ) , 
iI m  k=l ilk 
WZm+l= Wzm* 
To give some idea of the growth of these numbers, we provide the follow- 
ing table, and add that w,,,, is approximately 1064. 
m W, m wm 
2 1 52 81493 
4 2 54 119629 
6 3 56 176549 
8 6 58 25 8205 
10 9 60 379025 
12 16 62 55 2280 
14 24 64 907014 
16 42 66 1171959 
18 64 68 1705 148 
20 105 70 2468113 
22 159 72 3577332 
24 258 74 5 162240 
26 390 76 7455485 
28 6 14 78 10727083 
30 925 80 15442040 
32 1441 82 22157247 
34 2162 84 31798821 
36 3317 86 45507039 
38 495 1 88 65 124514 
40 7526 90 92967787 
42 11191 92 132690935 
44 16841 94 188971786 
46 24923 96 269043749 
48 37253 98 382295307 
50 54912 100 543001705 
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